
Tangles’n Knots  
SnowFlakes

Snowflakes is a wonderful bracelet pattern to make if you are 
interested in adding a bit more pizazz to your standard herringbone 
bracelet!  We love how the beads sparkle on the matte colored 
background created by the Chinese Knotting Cord.      This pattern of 
beads remind us of tiny 4 sided snowflakes. 
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Materials:  

• 0.5MM Chinese Knotting Cord
• 0.4MM Chinese Knotting Cord
• 1MM Leather or 1MM Surfer Cord
• 15/0 Miyuki Crystal Seed Beads
• 11/0 Miyuki Matte Seed Beads
• Button

Tools 
*  Scissors 
* Thread Burner or Lighter
*  Macrame Board

Knots:   

*  Macrame Square Knot
*  Herringbone Knot
*  Double Connection Knot
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1). Cut a 1/2 yd piece of 1MM Leather or 1MM 
Surfer Cord, find middle and attach to macrame 
board.  Cut 3/4 yd piece of 0.4MM Chinese Knot 
Cord.  

2). Measure Button for starting point of Square 
Knots.  Find middle of 0.4MM cord and macrame 
3 or 4 Square Knots around both strands of 
Leather.  

3). Place 0.4MM Cord with Leather.  These are 
your CORE cords.  Cut 3 yards of 0.5MM Chinese 
Knotting Cord, Find Center and lay underneath 
your CORE cords.

4). Start herringbone knot by taking right 
0.5MM cord and place over right CORE 
cords and underneath left CORE cords.  
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5). Take the left 0.5MM Cord and place it 
over the left CORE cords and under the right 
CORE cords. Slide knot up snug to square 
knots.  

6). This is a herringbone knot.  Repeat 
Steps 4 and 5 four times for four 
herringbone knots.   

7). Put 0.5MM cords aside.. Pick up 
0.4MM cords and thread one 15/0 bead 
on each 0.4MM cord

8). Thread one 11/0 bead on 0.4MM 
cords going opposite directions.. Thread 
one 15/0 bead on each 0.4MM Cord
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9). Keeping the beads and 0.4mm out of the 
way, make three more herringbone knots with 
0.5MM cord and just the leather.  

10). Place 0.4mm with leather, beads will rest on 
top of the most recent three herringbone knots.  
Lock beads in by making 4 more herringbone 
knots around  both 0.4MM and leather.  

11). Repeat steps 7 -10 for desired length 12). Your work should look like this!  
Finish with four herringbone knots.  
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13). This time place the 0.5MM cord with 
the leather.   Group Leather and 0.5MM 
together.

14). Using the 0.4MM Chinese Knot Cord 
tie four square knots around the leather 
and 0.5MM cord.

15). Cut and seal ends of 0.4MM Knot 
cord.  To add button:  separate out the 
0.5MM from the leather.  

16)  Using the 0.5MM cord, macrame two 
square knots around just the leather.  
Slide button onto leather.  
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17). Macrame 2 more square knots after 
the button.  Cut and seal ends.  Tie a 
cross knot with the leather and cut.  

18). Snowflakes is Finished!  Wear it 
alone or pair with another bracelet!  
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